2. As you must be aware, the world is in a very critical state, with destruction of Nature, etc. Together with some of my colleagues, I am wondering whether some of your technology (which I assume to involve holography?) might be used. Thus, by analogy with the Mini-Tesla (with the use of the photo of oneself as a child to restore some youthful properties) we ask if one might take information from a pristine environment (? a rainforest), perhaps from satellite images, and use it to restore the world (or some parts of it) to a better state. I have very little idea of how this might actually be done.

MAKE A HOLOGRAPHIC DIFFUSION PATTERN OF THE ORIGINAL ENVIRONMENT - THIS IS AN ARCHETYPE FOR THE AREA - ISN'T IT? ANY PICTURE OF THE ORIGINAL ENVIRONMENT WILL WORK - BUT, A FILM PHOTO IS PROBABLY BETTER THAN A DIGITAL PHOTO. THIS CAN BE DOWSED.

THIS IS A COUPLE STEPS BEYOND RADIONICS AND ORGONE, BUT USES THE SAME BASIC PRINCIPLES I.E. ACCESSING INFORMATION AND ORGANIZING ENERGY (JESUS) IN THE GAP. WE ARE PAINTING ON THE PARALLEL UNIVERSES AN ARCHETYPAL IMAGE TO MIRROR AGAIN, AND IT WILL OF COURSE. THIS IS THE EXACT OPPOSITE OF PAINTING THE AETHERS WITH LOOSH AND MUCH, MUCH MORE POWERFUL BECAUSE THE ROOT BUILDING BLOCK OF EVERYTHING IS GOD'S LOVE, WHICH ACTS AS AN ACCELERATOR PUMP FOR LOVE BASED TECH.  
http://blog.hasslberger.com/docs/GOLDFISH_JESUS_REVELATIONS.pdf

THE SECRETS TO SUCCESS ARE:

INVOKING THE GRACE OF A LOVING DEITY, IT MAKES NO DIFFERENCE WHO - ALTHOUGH SAI BABA HAS SUGGESTED JESUS. WE CAN INVOKE THEM ALL REALLY, THEY ARE ALL HERE AND THEY WILL SHOW UP IF WE ASK - IT IS A RULE. SPIRITUAL GROUPS HAVE DONE THIS - THE RESULT IS AWESOME. ALL OF THESE DEITIES BI-LOCATE CONTINUOUSLY.

LIKE ATTRACTION LIKE = THE RULE - THUS ENERGY MECHANICS WE ARE USING GRAVITY PROPERLY - IT IS AN AFFINITY FOR INFORMATION
IF WE GET ENOUGH LAYERS OF THIS VIRGIN INFO PAINTED ON THE PARALLEL AETHERS, THEY HAVE TO MIRROR IT OFF AND CREATE IT. THIS IS EXACTLY LIKE REACHING THE 100th MONKEY THING - ONLY WE CAN DO IT WITH TECH.

ITS THE SAME WITH MEDITATION GROUPS BRINGING LIGHT TO DARK AREAS - ONCE THE RIGHT NUMBER OF MEDITATORS IS REACHED THE CHANGES START IMMEDIATELY, PRESTO CHANGO. http://blog.hasslberger.com/docs/HEAL_THE_WORLD_VIA_MEDITATION.pdf


AND WE TRANSFER THE IMAGES IN THE DIFFUSION PATTERN VIA THE GAPS IN THE AETHERS BACK TO WHERE IT CAME FROM - IT’S RATHER AUTOMATIC. RADIONICS

ALTHOUGH A PHYSICIST IMPOSED THE HOLOGRAPHIC IMAGE OF A HEALTHY RASPBERRY ONTO A CANCEROUS RASPBERRY AND CHANGED IT. THUS, IMPOSING THE HOLOGRAPHIC IMAGE DIRECTLY ONTO THE AREA TO BE CHANGED IS A GOOD IDEA. ALTHOUGH I DO NOT THINK NECESSARY. DISTANT HEALING OFTEN WORKS BETTER THAN HANDS ON HEALING.

EACH STEP CAN BE DOWSED OR TESTED VIA KINESIOLOGY.

RADIONICS WORKS VIA TRANSFERRING RATES AND INFO VIA THE AETHERIC GAPS. BUT, THE TRANSFER METHOD HEREIN SUGGESTED IS NOT VIA A RADIONICS WITNESS WELL - LET US USE NATURE INSTEAD.

IONIZED XENON PRODUCES A NATURAL SCALAR WAVE WITH GAPS, OF COURSE (THIS IS THE ZERO POINT THAT THE IDIOTS ARE LOOKING FOR), THAT WE KNOW IS THE EXACT SIZE OF THE LARGEST AMBIENT SQUARE AETHER, SEE DISCUSSION BELOW.

IONIZED XENON IS THE BRIGHTEST OF THE WHITE LIGHTS, EACH PHOTON ACTIVATION IS PERFECTLY PURE. THUS, WE SHINE THIS PERFECTLY PURE LIGHT VIA A SCALAR CARRIER WAVE THROUGH THE DIFFUSION PATTERN OF THE VIRGIN, THUS THAT IMAGE IS TRANSFERRED VIA THE GAPS TO ITS ABORIGINAL HOME. PERFECT RADIONICS VIA A PERFECT COMMUNICATION SYSTEM, WHICH IS AN AMBIENT AETHER.
XENON LIGHT PRODUCES A SCALAR WAVE THAT IS COHERENT LIKE A LASER, THUS, IS WILL MANIFEST THE LIGHT IMAGE FROM THE DIFFUSION PATTERN.

SO, THAT IS THE SET UP - SHINING XENON LIGHTS THRU THE VIRGIN DIFFUSION PATTERNS - DEADLY SIMPLE.

IT IS ONLY A MATTER OF DOING A NUMBER OF THEM, UNTIL WE FIND THE 100th MONKEY - THE PLACEMENT OF EACH SET UP CAN BE DOWSED. MAYBE BEING ON A LEY LINE OR GRID POINT IS USEFUL? MAYBE NOT - AS WE KNOW VIA RADIONICS IT WILL WORK ANYWHERE - EXCEPT NOT AS WELL IN ZONES OF HEAVY GEOPATHIC STRESS.

THIS SET UP SHOULD BE TESTED ASAP. PLEASE.

MAYBE FIND A POLLUTED STAGNANT BODY OF WATER SOME PLACE? AND CHANGE IT - WE MUST, WE MUST, PLEASE.

THERE IS A POSSIBLE DIFFICULTY WITH HUMANS BEING IN THE AREA THAT WE ARE IMAGING VIA THIS SET UP:

http://www.nabigfootsearch.com/missing_411.html

The book chronicles 411 children, adults and the elderly who disappeared, sometimes in the presence of friends THEN YOU HAVE THE BERMUDA, DEVIL'S TRIANGLE AND A NUMBER OF OTHER PLACES WHERE ENTIRE SHIPS, PLANES ETC DISAPPEAR.

THEN IN THE NEXUS MAG YOU'LL FIND A NUMBER OF TESTIMONIES ABOUT PEOPLE THAT FIND THEMSELVES IN VERY SIMILAR BUT VERY DIFFERENT REALITY HERE ON EARTH.

THEREFORE, PEOPLE GET SUCKED INTO AN ADJACENT PARALLEL PHYSICAL REALITY. QUITE AMAZING BUT A LITTLE TOO OBVIOUS. "TWO WILL BE WORKING IN THE FIELD AND ONE WILL BE GONE."

DISCUSSION (TALKING TO MYSELF REALLY - I DO THAT A LOT - SNICKER - ACTUALLY WHEN I DO, I HAVE TO START WRITING SOMETHING - ITS A JOB)

THE LARGEST SQUARE AMBIENT AETHER

IS 6.3 ANGSTROMS, WHICH WAS WITNESSED IN NATURE VIA THIS EXPERIMENT THAT DAVID HUDSON FOUND, IT USED TO BE THAT ONE COULD GOOGLE IT - MAYBE IT IS ON REX RESEARCH? ANYWAY IT IS A PAPER PUBLISHED IN THE PHYSICAL REVIEW LETTERS - SOME COLLEGE STUDENTS DID THIS "1776 EVAPORATIONS OF IRIDIUM ONTO A SUPER COOLED TUNGSTEN PLATE" THE IRIDIUM DEPOSITED IN LINES EACH LINE AND THE GAPS BETWEEN WERE 6.3 ANGSTROMS WIDE.
I BELIEVE THIS TO BE THE AETHER THAT DETERMINES THE BLINK RATE OF THE UNIVERSE, ALL MATTER BLINKS INTO AND OUT OF THIS REALM EVERY MICROSECOND AS WE SPIN THRU THE AETHERS, WHICH ARE PRETTY MUCH STATIONARY. MIRRORING ACROSS THE GAPS.

THIS SQUARE AETHER FITS THE LARGEST ATOM, XENON, PERFECTLY - XENON BEING 2 ANGSTROMS, BUT THEY ALWAYS TRAVEL IN PAIRS WITH A GAP IN BETWEEN. THUS THE XENON PAIR AND THEIR ATTENDANT GAP PERFECTLY FILL THE 6.3 ANGSTROM SQUARE AETHER. BEYOND THE SIZE OF XENON, WE HAVE COMPOUNDS. AND A LEAP IN THE SIZE OF THE AETHERS.

THIS IS ALSO THE BOUNDARY WITH THE HEXAGONAL AETHERS AND THE QUANTUM WHERE EVERYTHING RUNS IN PAIRS. VS FOUR, FIVE, SIX, SEVEN (THE 2nd NUMBER OF CREATION BEHIND 2/3), EIGHT, ETC.


THIS BOUNDARY IS ALSO WHERE THE FIRST VIBRATION STARTED - HEAT. AS PROVEN BY NATURE > THE BEE'S HONEYCOMB THAT GOES FROM SQUARE TO HEXAGONAL ONCE A CERTAIN TEMPERATURE IS REACHED. AND BY THE FACT THAT THE ENTIRE UNIVERSE IS THE SAME TEMPERATURE. THUS, THE ABORIGINAL UNDIFFERENTIATED VIBRATION.

http://blog.hasslberger.com/TEMPERATURE_IS_UNIFORM.pdf

SO, WE ARE WORKING AT THE BOUNDARY LAYER BETWEEN THE SQUARE AND HEXAGONAL AETHERS. AND WE KNOW THAT IDEAS / IMAGES ARE EASILY IMPRESSED UPON THE QUANTUM, WHICH IS WHY WE HAVE HEISENBERG AND SCHROEDIGER. THIS ESSAY IS QUITE FUNNY AND I WROTE IT BEFORE KNOWING ABOUT MAX PLANCK'S FAMOUS STATEMENT THAT MATTER DOES NOT EXIST, IT IS ALL CONSCIOUSNESS, THAT IS ORGANIZED IN QUANTUMS - HE DIDN'T SAY IT THAT WAY, BUT THAT IS WHAT HE MEANT.

http://blog.hasslberger.com/docs/CONSCIOUSNESS-IN-PHYSICS.pdf

IT HELPS HAVING HUMANS TO ADD LOVE TO THIS TECHNOLOGY - PREFERABLY ONCE A DAY, BUT DUE TO THE VERY POWERFUL NATURE OF THIS TECH, ADDING LOVE IN THE BEGINNING AND ONCE A WEEK THERE AFTER IS SUFFICIENT - THIS TIMING ALSO CAN BE DOWSED OR TESTED VIA KINESIOLOGY.

CREATE THE HOLOGRAPHIC DIFFUSION PATTERN OF THE TARGET AREA, MAKE A FEW OF THESE DIFFUSION PATTERNS. SHOULD BE OF AN AREA WHERE THERE ARE VERY FEW, IF ANY PEOPLE. THE RADIOACTIVE AREAS OF RUSSIA ARE LIKE THAT. POLLUTED LAKES ETC.

THIS IS AN OLD ORGONE RANGER IDEA
ADD SOUND DURING ACTIVATION OF THE DIFFUSION PATTERN VIA THE XENON LIGHT

BIRD SONG IS THE SOUND OF THE EARTH AND WILL SET UP A FEED BACK LOOP WITH HER. = VERY POWERFUL

WE ARE TALKING STAR TREK HOLODECK TYPE REALITY ANYWAY I.E. IT IS A HOLOGRAPHIC UNIVERSE.

TWO POINTS -

**KARMA** - CREATES KIND OF A LOCK ON HUMANS DUE TO OUR ALMOST UNBELIEVABLE AMOUNT OF BAGGAGE - BILLIONS OF ANUs MAKING UP OUR AURA EVERY DETAIL OF ALL OF OUR LIVES. EVERYTHING MIRRORS OFF LIKE THAT, BUT NATURE DOES NOT HOLD ON TO THINGS, NO ATTACHMENTS OTHER THAN LOOSH AND NATURE CAN ADAPT BASICALLY IMMEDIATELY, CONTRARY TO POPULAR BELIEF. THE EXAMPLE IS A CROP OF CORN WILL HAVE 10 TIMES MORE MAGNESIUM THAN WHAT IS LEACHED OUT OF THE SOIL. ALCHEMICAL TRANSMUTATIONS GO ON ALL AROUND US AND IN US CONSTANTLY. NOT SURE IF A CROP OF CORN ACQUIRES KARMA VIA MANIFESTING MAGNESIUM - I DON'T THINK SO - ALL THAT IS HAPPENING IS CONSCIOUSNESS WITH A NEW IMAGE IS FORMED IN 3-D - AS IT DOES EVERY MICROSECOND. SHAPE SHIFTING PHOTONS - THE HOLODECK.!!!

SO, WHEN WE CHANGE AN AREA BACK TO A PRISTINE STATE, WE WILL BE CHANGING THE ENTIRE UNIVERSE, IN A GOOD WAY.

AND

**ORGONE** SUPPORT FOR MANIFESTING THE IMAGE, ORGONE WILL CLEAN THE AETHERS OF LOOSH = VERY HELPFUL. AND SET UP A UNIFORM AND ENERGETICALLY FERTILIZED FIELD FOR MANIFESTATION.

SNICKER - SHEESH - WE ARE ON TO SOMETHING BIG.

LOVE AND BLESSINGS